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Our People.

President’s Report 2017.
President

Glen Williams

organisation that is modern, forward thinking
and proactive.

Board Members
Off Road (North Island)

Mac McLeod

Off Road (South Island)

Noel May

Road (North Island)

Our relationship with our regional partner
(Motorcycling Australia) is strong and we enjoy
an open and direct line of communication at
multiple levels between our two organisations.
FIM Oceania has also been able assist in this area
by mentoring this regional relationship wherever
possible.

Grant Vinten

North Island Representative

Ray Broad

South Island Representative

Dean James

Commissioners
Officials

Andrew Presant

Road Race

Greg Percival

Motocross

Howard Lilly

Enduro
Cross Country

Justin Stevenson
Chris Smyth

Moto Trials

Sandra Hallie

ATV

Jono Keegan

Life Members
Robin Atkins

Errol Conaghan

Bob Cooke

Dave Craig

Jim Doherty

Gerald Dyer

Tim Gibbes
Noel McCutcheon
Neil Ritchie
Murray Perry

Del Morgan
Sandra Perry
Frances Scammell

Jannine Curnow

Licences, Officials, Funding

Mary-Anne Hall

Media, Communications, Events
Reception
Bank
Solicitors
Auditor
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Virginia Henderson

Office Manager
Permits, International Licences

Dear Affiliates and Members,
‘Maintaining focus on core principles
and best practice’

Trevor Heaphy

Operations
General Manager

This year we have seen closer management of
MNZ budgets and also with the help of our hosting clubs we have improved the working structure surrounding our national championships.

Monique O’Hara
Lisa Wilson
Sharlene Morley
ANZ
Gibson Sheat
BDO Waikato Ltd

The primary focus for Motorcycling New Zealand
is to ‘advance the sport of motorcycling’ in its
many forms. To do this MNZ must have the close
cooperation and the trust of its stakeholders.
Our substantially volunteer-based organisation
means that all of us must have a common vision,
play our part, and, for the good of the sport as a
whole, keep it moving forward.
We all accept that as caretakers of our sport, the
decisions we make today will have an impact on
our future stakeholders.
2017 was another busy year for our clubs, administration, officials and also for our ‘beyond sport’
development. Investment in officials training has
been further prioritised and the administration
and board of MNZ continue to push for an

The challenge as always is maintaining focus
on keeping competition costs as affordable as
possible whilst at the same time keeping our
championships available to as many members as
possible.
Our strategic plan identifies that development
and training for our sport, especially at grassroots level, is another core performance indicator. The working model is unchanged over the
years, where riders begin their relationship with
our sport at fun days or club events, move onto
club racing, then national competition, often
followed by regional Oceania, and then international competition.
MNZ continues its modest rider funding program within this sector.
It is very pleasing to see many of our
International and National stars giving their
time and knowledge back to our sport, acting as
mentors and providing training, and we thank
them for this.
It is also pleasing to see a number of New
Zealand riders leaving us to compete overseas
and further their sporting careers and dreams.
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Whilst riders that leave our shores are a loss to
our own championships — we must consider
this transition to be an excellent measure of
success for Motorcycling New Zealand and its
affiliates.
The harmonisation of both sporting and technical rules at all levels continues to be a primary
duty also.
MNZ has refined its sporting code rules review
and implementation process. We also conduct
regular face-to-face meetings with code commissioners. This includes an annual ‘meet the
board’ meeting with individual commissioner
able to explain their vision for their codes and
allow the board of MNZ some practical insight
into the key challenges that each sporting code
faces.
We now have a process of working smarter and
conduct pre-season and post season analysis
meetings with all hosting clubs for our national
championships and other major events. These
meetings clarify the needs for both club and
MNZ; they help to reinforce that these championships are run as a series, with clubs expected
to work together for the good of the sport, and
to create consistent and quality events
MNZ is tasked to retain a close watch over government legislation and other decisions that can
have substantial influence on motorcycle sport.
We often draw help from our affiliation to the
FIM and share information with Motorcycling
Australia on these matters. We have also
established relationship with Motorsport New
Zealand and have met to discuss where collaborative improvements can be made.
It is our ongoing responsibility to pay permanent
attention to these important issues.
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The landscape of our sport is also changing and
we see challenges from entities and members
who will often be quick to approach situations
from a legal standpoint. These situations automatically require MNZ to take a position and we
see the cost to the sport via the associated legal
defence increasing into the future and likely
affecting the cost of participation in the long
term.

with an easy-to-use, automated system that
would help to increase membership and make
events safer. The key goals are to reduce license
costs, increase efficiency and improve the
interaction and reporting between members,
officials, clubs and the MNZ operational team.
Work began in Q1 2017 and continued throughout the year, as it became evident that the
requirements of the permitting process, integration of the existing member database and
reporting tools for officials were considerably
more involved than initially understood. Since
early 2018, the app has undergone extensive
testing in real-world situations and the issues
brought to light by the testing resolved as they
arose.

Whilst we will plan to minimise these situations,
by implementing more robust systems and
dealing with them internally wherever possible,
it can be very difficult to forecast all scenarios.
Riders’ safety and spectator safety continues to
be of high importance along with good quality
medical standards. Other areas for development
are within the ‘beyond sport’ sector including
trail rides, non-competition days, road safety,
and taking a position on other public motorcycling policies as they arise.
Our presence in social media is changing and
evolving, with our position moving toward not
only being an information source for members
and affiliates but to also to be active with sport
promotion and marketing. Our policy on social
media within the area of conduct is also under
review.
I thank all of our members, clubs, life members,
and strategic stakeholders for their constructive
input during 2017, and also thank our Governing
Board our many officials and Commissioners for
their dedicated work given to our sport.
With best regards to all,
Glen Williams
President, Motorcycling New Zealand Inc.

Looking back over my first twelve months at the
helm of Motorcycling New Zealand, the thing
that stands out the most is the passion and
dedication to our sport that you, our members,
display. If this is an indicator of the future of
motorcycle sport in this country, that future is
bright indeed.
Over the course of 2017, we instigated a number
of major projects in response to the findings of
the survey of affiliate clubs and commissioners
conducted in 2016. These include the development of the MNZ mobile app, a major overhaul
of health and safety policy and operations, the
development of high performance programmes,
and the adoption of a proactive stakeholderdriven approach to communication with members and affiliates across various channels.
Using technology to improve stakeholder
experience
The MNZ Mobile App project was instigated to
replace the existing paper-based licensing system, which has been in place for over 30 years,

While progress appears to have been slow, the
scale of the project is significant and the app
must be reliable before we launch it. We’re confident it’s nearing completion and will be ready
for deployment this year to enable adequate
data collection and financial modelling, after
which the ‘pay as you go’ system facilitated by
the app will be introduced in 2019.
Showing leadership in health and safety
Keeping motorcycle sport fun, fair and safe is
our guiding principle, and robust health and
safety practices are critical to ensuring our sport
has a future. With this in mind, we embarked on
a major project with other motorsport codes to
develop a Health & Safety Protocol to support
clubs in managing risk and creating safer conditions at any events they hold. There have been
some hard lessons in recent years and we hope
this project will help mitigate the chances of
similar events occurring in the future.
Being developed in collaboration with an H&S
specialist, the protocol focuses on medics, rider
safety, track safety, media, officials and spectator
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safety. The main aims are to ensure motorsport
in New Zealand operates as safely as is reasonably practicable and to protect event officials and
organisers in the event of an accident. Due to
the constantly evolving nature of the legislative
environment, this will be an ongoing project,
with modules and guidelines on particular areas
released as they are developed.
Only by being proactive in this area can we hope
to attract new members and new audiences
and prove that we are committed to delivering
motorcycle sport in a safe manner.
Pathway to podium high performance
programmes
The future of motorcycle sport begins at
grassroots level and hinges on encouraging
new riders into the sport. New Zealand has a
proud history at international level and boasts
a disproportionate number of riders who have
competed at world championship level when
compared to our small population. As a nation
we punch above our weight and one of our MNZ
goals is develop more world champions. The
best way to achieve this is by creating a pathway
to develop young talent. Two high performance
programmes were initiated in 2017 and we
hope these pilots will help up and coming riders
advance through the sport.
Coordinated by MX World Champion Ben
Townley, the purpose of the Junior Motocross
Pathway to Podium High Performance
Programme is to develop more world motocross
champions. The programme has been providing
training and coaching for young riders, both
on and off the bike. Fifteen riders joined the
programme, from which a final squad will be
selected to represent New Zealand at the 2018
FIM Junior World Motocross Championship in
Australia.
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The Suzuki GIXXER Cup was introduced as a
new class in the 2017 Suzuki Tri-Series and the
2018 NZSBK Championship. Open to riders aged
14–21, the aim of the GIXXER Cup is to grow
future road racing champions and provide a
springboard to a successful racing future. With
an accessibly-priced package of motorcycle,
protective gear and helmet, the class provides
an entry point for young riders keen to get into
road racing and build track experience before
moving on to bigger bikes.
Proactive communication and engagement
MNZ is not the governance board. It’s not the
operations team in the Huntly office or the discipline commissioners. We are a non-profit membership-based incorporated society, a collective
of people who are members of this organisation
because of our love for motorcycle sport. MNZ is
its members — you.
We in the office and on the board are working
hard to improve how we communicate with you,
to keep you informed about what we’re doing
to advance our sport and ensure you have the
information you need about events, licenses
and other key things on the calendar. We were
and will continue to be at more events and race
meetings, visiting clubs whenever we’re in the
area and making the most of opportunities to
meet and talk with as many of you as possible.
My sincere thanks to the many who have offered
advice, support and knowledge throughout
the year. I look forward to continuing this
collaborative and inclusive approach into the
future — together we are advancing the sport of
motorcycling.
Kindest regards,
Virginia Henderson
General Manager, Motorcycling New Zealand Inc.

Our Sport

ATV

“The 2017 New Zealand ATV
Championship event at Barrett
Road MX Park, Taranaki, went
off well, with 65 riders entered
and all seven races being run.”
— Jono Keegan
ATV Commissioner
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Cross Country
“Cambridge Motorcycle Club
ran another successful secondary schools event in September
with very good entries. I feel
that greater junior numbers
will come from more clubs running Cross Country events and
would encourage clubs to run
some of these events.”
— Chris Smyth

Cross Country Commissioner
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Enduro

“2017 was a good year
for Enduro. The progress
that’s been made towards
rebuilding Enduro to its
former glory is obvious,
and we can expect to
continue this momentum
and see more growth in
the sport this year.”
— Justin Stevenson
Enduro Commissioner
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Moto Trials
“It’s been a wonderful year for
Moto Trials in New Zealand,
starting off with our team of very
talented riders winning the FIM
Oceania Challenge Cup.”
— Sandra Hallie

Enduro Commissioner
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Motocross

“Motocross is moving from being
Commissioner-based to a true commission
model, with the introduction of a team of
targeted coordinators in 2018. The goal
is to connect more with riders and clubs,
with coordinators on the ground listening
and working with clubs and riders to make
improvements to things like event structure
and timing. We’re looking to the future,
and focusing both on championships and
building the grassroots of our sport, which
is where the core of our riders are.”
— Ray Broad

Motocross Commissioner (2018)
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Road Racing

“NZSBK rider numbers have shown another
good increase. 2017 overall numbers were
up 31% over 2016 and have increased
another 12% for 2018. Championship
numbers are up 32%. Our sport is in a good
position to keep growing into the future.”
— Greg Percival

Road Racing Commissioner
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Officials

“Feedback from riders, teams and clubs
on the introduction of series officials for
championships was positive. As a first
step in bringing more consistency and
professionalism to the championships,
it proved to be very successful.”
— Andrew Presant

Officials Commissioner
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2017 New Zealand Champions.
NZ Road Race Grand Prix
Superbike
Superstock 1000
Supersport
650cc Pro Twin
Superlite
Lightweight Production
250 Production

Sloan Frost
Jeremy Holmes
Damon Rees
Dennis Charlett
Chris Defiori
Andy McLaughlin
Campbell Grayling

NZSBK

NZ Senior Motocross
Superbike

Superstock 1000
Supersport
650cc ProTwin
Superlite
Lightweight Production
250 Production

MX1

Cody Cooper

Jeremy Holmes

MX2

Hamish Harwood

Damon Rees
Dennis Charlett
Leigh Tidman

Supersport
650cc ProTwin

Campbell Grayling

11–12 yrs 85cc

Seth Henson

301–Open 4 stroke

Angus MacDonald

13–16 yrs 85cc

Brodie Connolly

Spike Taylor/
Robbie Shorter

Veterans 40+ Open

Douglas Herbert

15–16 yrs 125cc

Maximus Purvis

14–16 yrs 250cc

Maximus Purvis

Intermediate
Veterans 50–54 yrs

Jeff van Hout

Veterans 55+ yrs

Mike Bennett

NZ Cross Country

Hayden Fitzgerald

MX2

Dylan Walsh

C2 — 0–200cc 2 stroke

Courtney Duncan

C3 — Open 4 stroke

Adrian Smith
Brandon Given
Brad Groombridge

C4 — 0–300cc 4 stroke

Reece Lister

Cam Negus

C5 — Veterans 35–44 yrs

Karl Roberts

C6 — Veterans 45+ yrs

Superlite

Nathan Jane

Veterans 40+

Lightweight Production

Jacob Stroud

14–16 yrs 250cc

Cody Dyce

Campbell Grayling

15–16 yrs 125cc

Riley Campbell

12–14 yrs 125cc

Grason Veitch

C8 Team 1st — ABJ

Brad Groombridge

13–16 yrs 85cc

Brodie Connolly

C8 Team 2nd —SJB

Sam Greenslade

11–12 yrs 85cc

Noah Smerdon

C8 Team 3rd — NAP

Nathan Tesselaar

250 Production

125GP
Matthew
		Hoogenboezem
Sidecars
		

Barry Smith/
Tracey Bryan

8–10 yrs 85cc
MX 65cc 7–8 yrs
Trail 7–11 yrs

Natasha Cairns

Grason Veitch

C1 – Open 2 stroke

Maximus Purvis

Women

12–14 yrs 125cc

Todd Waters

Women

Brad Groombridge
Hamish MacDonald

MX1

Dennis Charlett

Blake Wilkins

201–Open 2 stroke

NZ Motocross Grand Prix

125cc

Expert
0–300cc 4 stroke

NZ Junior Motocross

Sloan Frost
Alex Phillis

Top Trail Riders

Katriel Jones

Sidecars
		

Superstock 1000

Hayden Smith

Angus MacDonald

8–10 yrs 85cc

Sidecars
		

Superbike

125cc

Overall
Enduro

Andy McLaughlin

125GP
Matthew
		Hoogenboezem

NZ Road Race Tourist Trophy
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Tony Rees

125GP
Matthew
		Hoogenboezem
Spike Taylor/
Robbie Shorter

NZ Enduro

C7 — Women

Douglas Herbert

NZ Top Trail Riders
E1 0–300cc 4 stroke

Blake Wilkins

E2 0–300cc 4 stroke

Joshua Hilton

E3 201–Open 2 stroke

Cameron Manly

E4 301–Open 4 stroke

Tim Thorburn

Veterans 40–49 yrs

George Callaghan

Jan-Maree Pool

Kobe Thoms
Delton Manson
Jackson Weekhoven

MX 65cc 9–11 yrs

Tyler Smith

MX 50cc 6–8 yrs

Jordan Coles
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MISSION

VISION

WHY WE EXIST
NZ ATV Nationals

NZ Mini Motocross
50cc 6–8 yrs

Maz Parkes

Greg Graham

65cc 7–8 yrs

Kase Thoms

450cc Production

Taylor Graham

65cc 9–11 yrs

Tyler Wiremu

250cc Production
10–16 yrs

Trail 7–11 yrs Small

William Pluck

Jack White

Trail 7–11 yrs Big

Alex Gilchrist

Veteran 40+ yrs

Junior 9–12 yrs

Caitlyn Parish

NZ Veteran Motocross
NZ ATV MX Nationals
Premier 0–450cc

Cameron Keegan

Senior Women

Taylar Rampton

Junior Women

Shelby Catley

Greg Graham

40–44 yrs All in

Daryl Hurley

450cc Production

Corey Whitelock

45–49 yrs All In

Darren Capill

250cc Production
10–16 yrs

George Doig

50–54 yrs All In

Mitchell Rowe

60+ yrs All In

Tony Cooksley

Veteran 40+ yrs

MOTORCYCLING

Cameron Keegan

NZ Moto Trials
Expert

Karl Clark

Post Classic

Gavin Fox

Women

Stefanie Downes

NZ Supercross
Senior Open —
126cc to Open

Cody Cooper

Senior Lites —
Up to 125cc

Josh Coppins

Junior Lites —
11–16 yrs

Ben Wall

Junior 250 —
12–16 yrs
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Grason Veitch

MOTORSPORT
- OF CHOICE -

KEEPING MOTORCYCLING FUN, FAIR AND SAFE

SPECTATORS

ATTENDING OUR EVENTS
Facebook followers:

NZ ATV Speedway
Premier 400–450cc

TO BE NEW ZEALAND’S

TO ADVANCE
THE SPORT OF

Ian Fitch

Premier 0–450cc

WHAT WE ASPIRE TO

13,097 VOLUNTEERS

NUMBER OF RIDERS
ATTENDING
OUR EVENTS

56,981

Current Members

3,331

To have an
effective model
that strengthens
the delivery of
events and increases
the profile of the sport

52 Clubs
Affiliated

540 NUMBER OF EVENTS
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In the media.
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Total

Flat & Long Track

ATV

Road Sprint

Road Race

Miniature R/R

Hill Climb

Training

Beach

Pitbike

Miniature TT

Motocross

Supercross

Cross Country

Enduro

Gymkhana

Trail Ride

Moto Trials

Licenced Members
Jan - Dec 2017

2017 Club Statistics.

Club Name
Ashburton

38

Auckland ATV

2

6

0

Auckland

147

20

20

B.E.A.R.S

59

8

8

Bush Riders

42

4

Cambridge

78

1

Canterbury ATV

74

2

5

3

2

5

1

Central Otago

65

1

Christchurch Offroad

25

2

C.A.M.S.

128

Gore & Districts

85

Greymouth

1

Hamilton

31

13

Hawkes Bay

5

9

Horowhenua

100

Huntly

80

Ixion

18

4

8
1

Central Hawkes Bay

10

2

1

4

14

18

1

1

2

2

4

18
22

10

1

3

2
3

8

5

14

Kaipara

43

5

Kapi Mana

45

4

Marlborough

107

Matamata

126

Mosgiel

52

M/C Canterbury

6

Nelson

5

Mosgiel

48

M/C Canterbury

155

Nelson

100

10

2

4

1

1

5
5

13

23

1

10
1

1

4

8

15

1

6

6

2

8

1

1

3

5

1

1

4

2

15

1

1

3

5

18
15

1

8
3

4

23

1

3
4

9
6

2

1
1

16

3

9
4

14

12

1

14

Manawatu Orion

28.

7

1

15
1

18
15

29.

Total

Flat & Long Track

ATV

Road Sprint

Road Race

Miniature R/R

Hill Climb

Training

Beach

Pitbike

Miniature TT

Motocross

Supercross

Cross Country

Enduro

Gymkhana

Trail Ride

Moto Trials

Licenced Members
Jan - Dec 2017
Club Name
48

North Harbour

46

NZ Classic RR

165

Otago

35

Pacific

11

Patetonga

54

Pioneer

46

Pukekohe

218

4

Raglan

10

2

Rotorua

30

5

South Canterbury

131

12

South Otago

12

South Waikato

45

Southland

119

Taranaki

96

1

Taumarunui

12

1

Taupo

124

1

Tauranga

89

8

Te Awamutu

26

0

Te Puke

0

0

Thames Valley

3

Victoria

103

Waitemata

36

Wanganui

123

Westland

22

Whangarei

87

TOTALS
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0

NZ Post Classic

3331

11

11

5

5
1

2

4

1

5

5

13

13
19

20

1

15

11

3

1

13

1

2

6

1

7

9

1

6

4
1

5

16

9

13
1
2

1

3

9

12

5

2

17

3

14

1

1

4

1

7

7
3

12

3

19

1
1

6

1
1
76

57

2
0

20

30

5

10

3

4

5

15

18

216

9

0

1

13

4

2

88

2

17

0

540
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Hall of Fame: Josh Coppins
Josh Coppins

Hall of Fame
Inductees

At the age of just 16 years old, world motocross
legend Josh Coppins raced his first international
race meeting, the Australian round of the 1993
World 125cc Championship at Manjimup. He had
won the 1992 14–15 year old 80cc New Zealand
Junior Motocross Championship and would go
on to win numerous domestic motocross and
supercross events and championships.
As one of the promising new talents on the local
scene in the early 1990s, it was international
motocross competition Coppins really had his
sights set on, following fellow countrymen
Darryll King, Shayne King and Daryl Atkins on to
the world stage.
In 1995, after winning the NZ Supercross
Championship, he headed for Europe to embark
on his first full season in the FIM Motocross
250cc World Championship. Riding a private
Suzuki he would finish the year in 41st, scoring
two points in the series. In 1996 he won the New
Zealand Grand Prix in Woodville in both 125cc
and 250cc classes before returning to Europe.
Going it alone in Europe was a struggle, but
he improved his result and finished 23rd in the
World Championship, the year he saw his fellow
countryman Shayne King crowned 500cc World
Champion.
And so began a pattern of taking championship
wins in the New Zealand summers then heading
to the other side of the globe to battle the best
in the world during the European racing season.
His NZ campaign of 1999 was one to mark, winning the NZ Supercross Championship double
and the NZ Motocross Grand Prix in both 125cc
and 250cc classes.

for Suzuki and wound up fourth in the World
Championship title chase. In 2006, he finished
on the podium at every round bar one and won
the Northern Ireland Grand Prix. There were no
other GP winners that year other than he and
Stefan Everts. The year finished on a high note
for Coppins, riding for Team New Zealand in the
Motocross of Nations with the team taking out
third overall.
Retiring at the end of the 2010 season, he spent
a total 15 years competing in WMX, riding
factory bikes for the works Yamaha and Aprillia
teams after his time with Suzuki.
In his professional career, Coppins chalked
up WMX Grand Prix wins. Twice runner-up
overall in the World Championship, he also
won two British Championships , one Belgium
Championship , one Italian Championship and
two Australian Championships — not to mention 21 New Zealand and Island Championships.
Coppins continues to educate, train and pass
on his racing knowledge to a new generation.
In 2014 he started the Altherm JCR Yamaha
race team, which to date has won seven New
Zealand titles with various riders. JCR had two
riders competing in Europe in 2017 — Courtney
Duncan in the FIM Women’s WMX Championship
and Dylan Walsh in the European MX250 class.
Still considered one of the best in the motocross
world, he maintains links to many companies
and organisations globally and is at the forefront
of the sport. He still races occasionally and is
recognised as a key figure in a golden era for
New Zealand motocross, a time when kiwi riders
performed outstandingly on the world stage.

Coppins landed his first factory ride with Suzuki
for the 2000 season. After years of grafting
as a privateer, he took several podium places
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Hall of Fame: Robert Holden

Hall of Fame: Darryll King

Robert Holden

Darryll King

Born in 1958 in the UK, Robert Holden emigrated
to New Zealand with his family in the early
1970s and is remembered as one of the most
versatile and determined motorcycle racers this
country has seen. His long and legendary racing
career almost never got started, however, after
a near-fatal road accident in Wellington before
he’d taken his first national title.
Holden recovered and returned to the track to
claim, in the 1977–78 season, his first of many
visits to the top step of the podium. Riding a
Suzuki RM125 converted for road racing, he
won the New Zealand Ultra-lightweight 125cc
Championship, along with the NZ 125cc Grand
Prix and NZ 125cc Tourist Trophy. He also
took top honours in the NZ 250cc Hill Climb
Championship.
Whether riding a motocross or road race
machine, speedway sidecar or sliding his car
around on the beach, his adaptability, determination and hard-charging style saw him excel. As
part of the Suzuki Wellington Motorcycle Centre
race team, Holden raced alongside star riders
Dave and Neville Hiscock. It was not unusual to
see him race and win on a number of different
machines at a single race meeting.
Holden was described by friend Kevin Maxwell
as the most competitive person he knew.
“Maybe not the best talent but he never wanted
to be beaten. He was happiest when on something with a motor — road racing, motocross,
trials, hare scrambles, trail riding, sidecars,
saloon cars, midget cars. He pretty much turned
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his hand to anything and was competitive
straight away. He just loved having fun and
being one of the lads.”

It’s a very rare sportsperson who can perform
at or near the top level of their sport for over 30
years. But Darryll King is no ordinary sportsman.

Throughout the 1980s Holden continued to race
in New Zealand, winning various national titles
including the NZ Formula One Championship in
the 1983/84 season and again in 1986/87, while
also embarking on international campaigns in
Australia and Canada.

King and his four brothers were born in to a
motorcycle family. His father raced bikes and
owned a motorcycle business so it was natural
that the King boys would take up the sport. He
started riding at just three years old on a Honda
QA50 mini bike, competing in his first club race
in 1979 at the age of 10.

When Holden parted ways with Suzuki, he
began racing Ducatis for various sponsors,
Australian Bob Brown, New Zealand’s Dallas
Rankine, Don O’Connor and Grant Vinten among
them.
His international racing took him to the Isle of
Man where he placed second in the 1994 Super
Mono TT and won it in 1995. He raced in Ireland,
Europe and Japan, taking wins in France, at the
Ulster Grand Prix and the Northwest 200. He
raced several seasons in the World Endurance
Championship for leading privateer team Phase
One with a number of top five results.
Holden’s record at the famous Cemetery Circuit
in Whanganui encompasses a staggering 47
wins, 22 second placings and 22 thirds.
Robert Holden died after crashing at Glen Helen,
Isle of Man, on 31 May 31 1996, during practice
week for the Isle of Man TT. His ashes were
spread at his much-loved Cemetery Circuit.

It was around this time that Junior Motocross
was gaining in popularity, with the inaugural
NZ Junior Motocross held in 1980. King’s name
appeared for the first time as a championship
winner in 1984, taking out the 12–15 year old
80cc class.
The following season, his first in the senior ranks,
saw him quickly establish himself as a serious
competitor. In his first senior meeting, the
Johnny Old MX, he won the 125cc class and beat
reigning NZ Champion Murray Anderson in the
last 500cc race of the day.
It was a sign of things to come. King would go
on to win 12 New Zealand championship titles
between 1986 and 2012, including a dream season in 1991 which saw him take out both the Pro
125cc and Pro 250cc classes in the NZ Motocross
Championship, plus the 125cc and 250cc classes
in the NZ Supercross Championship.
King raced through New Zealand, Australia
and the Pacific, before heading of to Europe
to take on the world. He had his breakthrough
season in 1995, finishing third in the World
500cc Championship on his privateer Kawasaki.
In 1996 he came in fifth in the Championship

chase, the same year brother Shayne was
crowned World Champion. Darryll fought for
the top spot for the next two seasons, finishing
second in both 1997 and 1998 riding for the
Husqvarna factory.
Returning to New Zealand after 11 seasons
abroad, he had raced in over 100 Grand Prix
meetings and taken five overall Grand Prix
victories in Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Germany
and Austria. He set up his own riding academy
and, contracted to Yamaha, also competed in
New Zealand and Australia, taking wins of both
sides of the Tasman and claiming the Australian
Open Motocross Championship in 2001, 2003
and 2004.
With unfinished business in Europe however, he
decided in 2012 to have another shot at a world
title. At the age of 43, King was crowned World
FIM Veteran Cup Champion, returning in 2014
and 2015 to finish runner up both years.
His is a remarkable career indeed, with hundreds
of wins and more New Zealand off road titles
and major event wins than any other rider in
history. Five World MX Grand Prix wins and twice
runner up in the MX World Championship, he
also represented New Zealand seven times in
Motocross of Nations.
It is not only his successes, but his longevity and
determination in the sport that sets him apart.
He has suffered life threatening injuries and
other disappointments and challenges, situations only made him push on to succeed. To be
the best in the world and still winning after 30+
years in the sport, King’s record is a true superman performance.
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Hall of Fame: Steve Roberts
Steve Roberts
Born in the UK in 1939, Steve Roberts moved to
New Zealand in the 1960s and began designing
and making scrambler motorcycle frames,
before turning his attention to road racing.
He teamed up with notable Wellington tuner
Dick Lawton and Suzuki importer Rod Coleman
to build special Suzuki race machine frames
which, in the hands of Geoff Perry, Keith Turner
and Dale Wylie among others, became the
combination to beat. In 1971, Keith Turner
took a Steve Roberts bike to the 500cc World
Championship, eventually finishing runner up to
Giacomo Agostini on a factory MV.
A decade later, Roberts was commissioned to
build a bike for top NZ racer Dave Hiscock for
the World TT Formula One Championship. Made
from hand-beaten 3mm aluminium sheet metal,
the bike stunned the paddock and indeed the
motorcycling world. It was regarded as the best
non-factory machine in the championship and
Hiscock brought it home third. He also took the
Roberts-framed bike to third in the 1982 Isle
of Man TT behind the factory Hondas of Ron
Haslam and Joey Dunlop.
Roberts’ next invention was even more radical
— a world first in fact. The ‘Plastic Fantastic’ was
made of a special composite of kevlar and carbon fibre and featured a unique suspension that
Roberts termed ‘tension suspension’.

tended to overheat. By moving the suspension
under the machine, the improved airflow
resulting in better cooling, the compression
of the shock was transferred to the swing arm
through the use of rods pulling rather than the
conventional method of compressing. Another
bonus was a lower centre of gravity. Roberts
applied for a patent on the suspension but was
turned down due to it having been used on a car
before.
The Plastic Fantastic #1 was a prototype, #2
was raced by Dave Hiscock and Robert Holden
and #3 raced by Norris Farrow and Blair Briggs.
Roberts received the UDC Finance Inventors
Award in 1983 for his kevlar motorcycle with
tension suspension.

Statement
of Financial
Performance

Moving away from two wheels, he built the first
ever monocoque sidecar for Wellington’s Andy
Kippen which initially featured an entire aluminium body shell when everyone else was using
fibreglass. Andy and Graeme Staples won three
New Zealand Championships.
Well known throughout the motorcycle world
for his skills and innovations, Roberts continues to craft his hand-made masterpieces,
such as Manx Norton tanks for Ken McIntosh
Engineering in Auckland. Everything he
produces is bespoke, made individually by
his own hand.

At the time, race bikes required more suspension
travel to keep the rear wheel on the ground
under heavy braking and the shock absorbers
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